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Chapter 1791: Mad dog? 

As soon as this is said! 

 

There was an uproar instantly! 

 

No one thought that Xuanyuezong disciple would dare to insult the two words of gods! 

 

Even the people in the audience were angry. 

 

"Looking for death!" Sun Ting roared: "You are not allowed to insult the name of the goddess!" 

 

With a movement of his figure, he came to Ye Chen in an instant, moving his hands together, 

bombarding wildly, his muscles were blood-red and bulging, obviously his spiritual power had reached 

its limit. 

 

"One hundred wild dragons!" In an instant, there seemed to be hundreds of wild dragons roaring and 

rushing towards Ye Chen. This move faintly surpassed the power of half a step of good fortune. 

 

"Alright, let me warm up." 

 

"I feel the energy of Gengjin in that space, just try it with you!" 

 

Ye Chen smiled and did not rush to parry Sun Ting's attack. 

 

With every blow, Sun Ting felt that Ye Chen's power was weaker than himself, but his hands were 

rippling with golden light, but he was able to resolve his offensive at the moment of contact. 

 

After a hundred blows, Sun Ting's complexion suddenly changed wildly, standing still on the spot, his 

hands suddenly banged, a burst of blood mist, flesh and blood collapsed, and hand bones broken! 



 

Ye Chen looked at the dull Sun Ting blankly, and said coldly: "Now, you understand, all gods are bullshit, 

you are very weak." 

 

Then, he suddenly flew up and kicked Sun Ting hard. 

 

At this time, it was not that Sun Ting didn't want to avoid it. It was just that Ye Chen's Gengjin Qi 

penetrated into his body along his arm, continuously destroying his meridians, and temporarily confused 

his spiritual power, making him unable to move! 

 

Boom! 

 

This foot kicked heavily on Sun Ting's body. 

 

Ye Chen stomped Sun Ting on the ground and said lightly: "You said you want to step on me? What 

about now?" 

 

Sun Ting was hit by this kick and almost fainted, unable to even rebut. 

 

In this hidden world, the name of the supreme **** descendant was crushed by Ye Chen. 

 

Even the genius among the gods, in front of Ye Chen, is equally vulnerable! 

 

At this time, the burly old man announced: "Ye Chen, win." 

 

When he stepped off the ring, Ye Chen's face suddenly turned pale. In the previous battle, he used very 

little power, but he didn't expect that even so, his injury was aggravated. 

 

Although there is an immortal body, it is not an existence against the sky. 

 



Ye Chen smiled bitterly and shook his head. It seemed that the next game could not be seen again, and 

he had to heal his injuries. 

 

After saying hello to Fen Tiangang, Ye Chen returned to the house, took several pills one after another, 

and began to recover from his injuries... 

 

At midnight, when Ye Chen woke up, Fen Tiangang appeared outside Ye Chen's door again. He knew 

that Fen Tiangang was here to tell him about the situation of the game today. 

 

Fen Tiangang didn't leave much, and after throwing the list of promoted to Ye Chen, he left. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the list in his hand thoughtfully. 

 

Unsurprisingly, the genius of the Lingfeng tribe really had something extraordinary, and his strength was 

a bit stronger than the so-called gods. 

 

According to Fen Tiangang's description, this person seemed to have touched a trace of law, and this 

time, he was the one who was promoted. 

 

In addition to the two geniuses of the Saint Clan and the Lingying Clan who won without a fight at the 

beginning, Liu Ming and Long Xuan also successfully advanced, but Long Xuan seemed to have suffered 

serious injuries in this battle. 

 

Tomorrow's game is to decide the top three, as long as a victory tomorrow will ensure the qualifications 

of the secret disciple. 

 

At that time, when he is out here, he can also go to the master of Xuan Yuezong and ask about the 

Xuanbi Xuanbei. 

 

At the beginning, Senior Sister Zi Ning told herself that only when she became a secret disciple of Xuan 

Yuezong, she was qualified to talk to her master about the reincarnation monument. 

 



However, Ye Chen's goal is of course not only the top three. 

 

He will definitely get the first place and enter the **** blood zone of the day pool. 

 

The mysterious woman who rescued him in the Palace of the Emperor of Ten Thousand Swords had a 

reason for him to come to Tianchi! 

 

Immediately, he put down the reels, closed his eyes, and continued to heal his injuries. Before 

tomorrow's game, he should almost be able to recover. 

 

... 

 

The next day, Ye Chen came to the martial arts conference venue. 

 

At the end of the draw, the first to appear was the genius of the Lingying Clan, Zhong You. 

 

With an unnatural smile on his face, as if staring at a prey, he locked Long Xuan, who was slightly pale. 

 

Long Xuan does not have an immortal body, and the speed of recovery is naturally not Ye Chen evildoer. 

 

The two boarded the ring. 

 

The burly old man announced: "Zhong You vs. Long Xuan, the game begins!" 

 

Long Xuan was like a big enemy, and instantly pinched his fingers, there was a burst of dragons all over 

his body. He knew that Zhong You was very strong, and he was hurt now. This battle was never easy! 

 

When Zhong You looked at Long Xuan now, he let out two unnatural laughs: "Interesting, are you a 

human or a beast?" 

 



When Long Xuan heard the words, his eyes sank and said, "Oh? What about you? Your spirit is so 

abnormal. Is it a human or a mad dog?" 

 

Zhong You was taken aback for a moment, then immediately burst into laughter. 

 

Suddenly, he stopped smiling, with an unnatural indifference on his face, and looked at Long Xuandao 

coldly: "Xuanyuezong's little beast, his mouth is really poisonous, then I will kill you." 

 

After that, Zhong You's figure suddenly disappeared, Long Xuan's pupils shrank, and even Zhong You's 

figure seemed to disappear in his perception! 

 

In the next instant, a fist beside Long Xuan, as if appearing out of thin air, hit Long Xuan's face fiercely! 

 

Boom! 

 

The bluestone ring shook, and Long Xuan's body flew out with it! 

 

The dragon energy on his face was broken, blood surged, and his eyes were full of shock! 

 

What a fast speed! 

 

Moreover, it seems that not only is the speed fast, this Zhong You actually seems to be able to dodge his 

divine sense! 

 

At the moment Zhong You made his move, Long Xuan realized his position and had no time to react. If 

he hadn't reluctantly activated the body protection magic weapon at the last moment, the punch just 

now might have seriously injured him! 

 

Long Xuan's body flipped in the air The bloodline and dragon energy inspired by the secret method 

completely enveloped him. Just as he was about to control his body to the ground, Zhong You's figure 

disappeared again! 

 



Long Xuan took a deep breath and forced out a drop of blood, but this time, Zhong You's attack did not 

come. After Long Xuan landed, he immediately began to search for Zhong You's figure! 

 

Suddenly, there was an unnatural laughter behind him. 

 

"Little beast, are you just this capable?" 

 

There was a crazy look in his eyes: "If this goes on, you will die?" 

 

Then, a fist wrapped in black shadow slammed heavily on the light curtain of Long Xuan's body, energy 

exploded, cracks appeared on the bluestone arena, and the light curtain shook. This seemingly 

insignificant punch was surprisingly powerful! 

 

Long Xuan's protective light screen trembled, but he still barely blocked this move, but his face was 

instantly paler. Obviously, blocking this blow would consume a lot of his spiritual power. 

Chapter 1792: The Law of Shadow 

However, this is not over yet. Next, Long Xuan is like a sandbag, unilaterally enduring Zhong You's 

attack! 

 

   Zhong You slapped and laughed frantically, "How about? Xuanyuezong's little beast, am I a human 

or a mad dog?" 

 

   "You **** from the outside world, it's luck to be able to fight against our noble blood." 

 

   "Don't give up so quickly? I haven't played enough yet." 

 

  Xuanyuezong's peerless genius Long Xuan, who has a part of the dragon blood, was beaten by this 

Zhong You so hard to fight back! 

 

   Ye Chen stared, he knew that if Zhong You did his best, Long Xuan would now be defeated. 

 



But this Zhong You, as if deliberately playing with his prey, controlled his strength and consumed 

everything about Long Xuan bit by bit. Moreover, if he didn't feel wrong, the aura exuding from Zhong 

You's body was-- The power of law! 

 

   Ye Chen mastered some of the laws in the Hunyuan Realm, and he knew the power of the laws 

better than anyone present! 

 

   If he guessed correctly, this is the law of shadow! 

 

   Zhong You’s ancestor was an ancient powerhouse in Lingwu Continent. It seems that a lot of things 

were left behind, the descendants of Fuze. 

 

   Is this the strongest genius of the Lingying clan? 

 

   really hard to deal with. 

 

   Even if Long Xuan is strong, if he can't comprehend the power of a trace of the law, there is no 

chance of winning in this battle. 

 

   Longxuan's light curtain at this time has already begun to flicker brightly, obviously, he is about to 

reach his limit! 

 

   Amidst Zhong You’s constant ridicule and weird laughter, Long Xuan’s protective light curtain 

finally flashed out! 

 

"Hahahaha." 

 

   Zhong You looked at Long Xuan, his face slightly distorted with excitement: "It's fun, just start 

now." 

 

   Then, his figure disappeared again. 

 



   puff, blood splashed! 

 

   Zhong You appeared in front of Long Xuan with a penetrating smile, but his smile quickly solidified. 

 

   That blood is not Long Xuan's blood! 

 

   is his own! 

 

   Long Xuan slowly retracted his **** hand, and said coldly: "Yes, it's fun, it's just starting now." 

 

   The burly old man high in the sky shook his head slightly, Zhong Youruo used all his strength from 

the beginning, and that wouldn't be the case. Now, it's cheaper than his opponent. 

 

   Zhong You's talent is very strong, not weaker than Sun Yang, but he can hardly control the 

emotions that torment his prey. 

 

   With Long Xuan's counterattack, the silent auditorium finally erupted with exclamation like a 

mountain whistling and a tsunami. 

 

   is not only because of Long Xuan's counterattack, but also because of Long Xuan's appearance! 

 

   At this time, Long Xuan was a bit taller, covered with scales, deeper and darker, and his image was 

closer to the real body of the dragon. 

 

   Ye Chen looked at the changes in Long Xuan's body, showing a faint smile, Long Xuan, succeeded. 

 

   I am afraid that Long Xuan has activated the power of blood. 

 

  In Lingwu Continent, the horror of blood can make warriors many times stronger! 

 



   If it wasn't for his own reincarnation bloodline that hadn't awakened, Ye Chen would have tried it a 

long time ago. 

 

  Even Ye Chen was very curious. How against the sky is the bloodline of reincarnation praised by the 

power of the reincarnation cemetery, the eternal saint king and others in his body? 

 

   Only by activating the Reincarnation Xuanbei can I know. 

 

  …… 

 

   on the field. 

 

   Zhong You turned around and stared at Long Xuan. He naturally noticed the change in Long Xuan's 

image. However, this was not what he cared about. What he cared about was the breath of Long Xuan! 

 

  Longxuan's breath changed, vaguely, with a trace of bloodline power, he actually touched the 

bloodline thing in the battle with Zhong You! 

 

   Feeling the dim power, Long Xuan whispered: "You forced me..." 

 

  Dragons are not only one of the most powerful races in the world, but they also symbolize a kind of 

avenue! 

 

  Dragons can dive, fly into the air, or enter fire. Regardless of the environment, relying on their 

strong vitality, they can adapt and become stronger. This is the power of the dragon! 

 

  The Shenlong family and the Shenglong family can become the top families of Lingwu Continent 

because of the blood of the Shenlong in their bodies! 

 

   Zhong You stared at Long Xuan, he stopped smiling. 

 



   seemed to have calmed down, but the madness in his eyes was brewing more intensely, like the 

darkness before dawn and the tranquility before the storm. 

 

   Your prey actually counterattacked? 

 

   is to spoil your own fun? 

 

  How dare he? 

 

   Isn't it not fun anymore? 

 

   It seems that this beast must be taught a lesson. 

 

   The next moment, Zhong You's figure disappeared again. 

 

   At the same time, on Long Xuan's body, a golden pattern appeared in the center of every black 

scale, as if it had turned into eyeballs. 

 

   Long Xuan's gaze suddenly looked at a place where a faint black shadow was flashing quickly on 

the ground. 

 

   "Tongtianquan, transform the dragon!" 

 

   The fist whistling, like a dragon descending, if Sun Ting's wild dragon fist is strong in power, Long 

Xuan's fist is strong in blood! 

 

  Longxuan's fist mark transforms the shadow of the dragon, which is a hundred times more real 

than Sun Ting's wild dragon! 

 

   This is truly a dragon! 



 

With a bang, the bluestone ring was hit by Long Xuan's punch, and a small hole was punched, and Zhong 

You's figure finally appeared on the ring at the moment that the shadow was hit, with his hands folded 

on his chest. , Shadow condensed, blocking Long Xuan's fist, but also retreated several steps. 

 

   Zhongyou's complexion was finally a bit ugly. 

 

   Zhong You actually escaped into his own shadow and quickly approached Long Xuan. For a time , it 

would give people a teleportation illusion! 

 

   At this time, he was seen through by Long Xuan. Zhong You's shadow escape speed was extremely 

fast, and his spiritual consciousness was extremely difficult to perceive. Obviously, after the scales on 

Long Xuan's body changed, his perception was greatly enhanced. 

 

  Longxuan took the next pill given to him by the Supreme Elder, and stared at Zhong You. Although 

he saw through the truth of Sun Ting's disappearance, his eyes became more solemn. 

 

   Zhongyou, he blocked his blow so easily! 

 

   At this time, Zhong You looked at Long Xuan, the madness in his eyes finally faded slowly. 

 

  Under the field, his whole body was wrapped like a zongzi. Looking at the appearance of Zhong 

You, Sun Yang who was watching the battle suddenly trembled with excitement, and said in disbelief, 

"Patriarch, Zhong You is..." 

 

   The patriarch of the Lingying Clan also looked very excited and nodded and said: "Zhong You... 

seems to be serious!" 

 

   Zhong You, has been the best genius among the Lingying Clan since he was a child, but he is also an 

odd genius. Because of his overpowering strength, Zhong You has hardly fought hard. 

 

  Fighting gradually became a kind of fun for him. Because of the cruelty in the blood of Lingying clan, 

fighting became a process of torturing opponents for fun. 



 

   Zhongyou, he has hardly ever fought seriously! 

 

   At this time, facing Long Xuan, Zhong You finally found a feeling of fighting instead of having fun. 

 

   Zhong You looked at Long Xuan, and said lightly: "The law of shadow." 

Chapter 1793: Ancestral power 

Following Zhong You's voice, the shadow under his feet actually followed Zhong You's feet and climbed 

onto his body! 

 

   On his body, a shadow barrier was formed. When he moved, he rushed towards Long Xuan 

instantly! 

 

  Longxuan took a deep breath, and the pair of bone tiger fingers on his hands suddenly exploded 

with a very powerful aura, his fist burst out, the angry dragon roared, and the dragon's voice shook the 

sky! 

 

   boom! 

 

  Long Xuan and Zhong You, who were covered in shadow, collided in an instant! 

 

   For an instant, the two of them didn't know how many shots they took. The powerful energy 

collided, and the aftermath radiated to the surroundings. The venue vibrated, and countless cracks 

appeared on the ring. 

 

   rumbling, there was another shock, the continuous rumbling finally stopped. 
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   The figure of a person flew backwards quickly, flying straight under the ring. 

 

   But suddenly, the speed of the other figure was faster than the one who flew out! 



 

   appeared behind him before he fell to the stage, blocking his body! 

 

   The corner of this person's mouth, with a trace of blood, gradually appeared on the cold face with 

a twisted smile, looking down at the body of Long Xuan who had been seriously injured and unconscious 

in front of him, revealing an extremely longing look. 

 

   eager to tear it up! 

 

   The two faced off head-on, and it was Zhong You who won! 

 

   When Zhong You moved his hand, he was about to fall towards Long Xuan on the ground, but at 

this moment, a majestic old man's voice sounded: "Winner, Zhong You." 

 

   There was an invisible power in this voice, which instantly resounded throughout the audience. 

The moment the voice appeared, Zhong You couldn't even move again. 

 

   The burly old man glanced at Zhong You faintly. A disciple of Xuan Yuezong of Long Xuan's level, 

couldn't let Zhong You kill him. 

 

Different from Ye Chen killing Zhou Yan, it was something within the Xuanyue Sect. If the people in their 

Hidden Lands had wounded the opponent’s life even when the opponent lost the ability to resist, it 

would be in big trouble. . 

 

   Although Xuan Yuezong is not the top power in Lingwu Continent. 

 

   But Xuan Yuezong's ancient heritage is not weak, even the ancestor of Xuan Yuezong, even the top 

powers are afraid. 

 

Hearing this, Zhong You gritted his teeth and glanced at Long Xuan on the ground very unwillingly. He 

still walked off the ring silently. At the same time he stepped down, he couldn't help but utter a bit of 

blood. Obviously, he also suffered. Not a minor injury. 



 

Ye Chen looked at Long Xuan who was carried off the field and sighed lightly. Zhong You obviously 

touched the power of the law for a long time. His perception of the power of the law was more than 

that of the dragon who hurriedly used the secret technique of blood in a battle. Xuan is much deeper. 

 

   Moreover, regardless of physical body, spiritual power, blood control, etc., they are all excellent. 

 

  Longxuan's defeat was also in his expectation. 

 

   With the end of the match between Zhong You and Long Xuan, the second game, announced by 

the burly old man, began. 

 

In the second game, the genius of the saints, Sun Yang stepped onto the ring, his eyes swept over Ye 

Chen and Liu Ming. They were compared to the top three. It was related to the qualification to enter the 

Tianchi, so he would naturally not challenge the Hidden Land. People, but to eliminate Ye Chen these 

Xuan Yuezong disciples as much as possible. 

 

   At this time, it doesn't make any sense to retain the hidden strength. 

 

   In the end, Sun Yang's gaze was fixed on Liu Ming. He smiled and said to Liu Ming: "Friend Liu, 

please enlighten me!" 

 

   Liu Ming still looked expressionless, silently stepped onto the bluestone ring, but his eyes were 

very solemn. 

 

   When the two came on the field, Sun Yang showed an elegant smile and said: "You Daoyou Liu, 

let's go first." 

 

   When Sun Yang said this, the audience exclaimed. This is the final battle that will determine the 

top three! 

 

   Every contestant who can still stay up to now has extremely strong strength, and at this time, Sun 

Yang can calmly let the opponent take the first shot? 



 

   What kind of boldness, what kind of pride is this? 

 

   There was a burst of applause in the field. This is their hidden place, and they deserve the first 

genius! 

 

   Zhong You, who was off the field, couldn't help but let out a cold snort. 

 

   Liu Ming's complexion sank when he heard the words, and became even more icy, but still 

responded, "Okay." 

 

   Liu Ming, the first true biography of Xuan Yuezong, actually acquiesced that Sun Yang is better than 

himself! 

 

   Liu Ming held the pale golden long sword and stared at Sun Yang, his breath was faint, like a sword 

hidden in a sword box! 

 

  He slowly raised the long sword in his hand, and solemnly said: "Swordsmanship throughout the 

sun." 

 

As soon as the voice fell, Liu Ming rose up into the sky, a strong sword intent filled the audience in an 

instant, all the audience changed their faces, and at the same time they felt that a sharp sword passed 

through the heart, the feeling was very real. There was a dull pain in the chest! 

 

   Liu Ming's sword intent is not weaker than Ye Chen's current immortal sword intent. 

 

   Of course, if it is the same level, the immortal sword intent is bound to be invincible. 

 

   It's just that Ye Chen has just comprehended the immortal sword intent, but Liu Ming has 

understood the sword intent for decades! 

 



   The moment he took out the sword, his whole person seemed to be integrated with the sword in 

his hand, exuding an extremely sharp aura, like a sharp sword out of its body! 

 

   appeared at the same time, and there was a vast aura. The aura was broad and far-reaching, and it 

was actually a strong law aura! 

 

   The next moment, Liu Ming pierced out with a sword, and a sword-shaped pattern appeared in the 

center of his forehead. 

 

At the same time, behind him, a strange sword shadow flashed away. With Liu Ming's stabbing action, 

his figure, as if being driven by the pale golden long sword in his hand, appeared in Sun Yang instantly. In 

front of you! 

 

  Looking at the sword shadow that emerged behind Liu Ming Ye Chen's pupils shrank, that is, kendo 

condensed? 

 

   The Yu Beast Spirit God in the Reincarnation Cemetery also noticed something, and couldn't help 

but say: "It can only be regarded as a half-step solidification. This kid can do it with his own Heavenly 

Spirit sword body. 

 

   However, under the blessing of his Heavenly Spirit sword body, the power is no longer weaker than 

the general kendo condensed attack, and the backlash against the body is not as strong as the real 

kendo condensate. " 

 

Sun Yang's complexion at this time has also changed, and he no longer has the calmness at the 

beginning. Looking at Liu Ming's eyes, he is extremely solemn, and almost immediately when Liu Ming 

makes a move, he yells: "The blood of the ancestors gives me strength. ! Sky Wheel!" 

 

   Behind Sun Yang, a blazing sun phantom appeared at this time, the rays of light exploded, and in 

front of him, a barrier formed by rays of light appeared! 

 

   Seeing this, Fen Tiangang beside Ye Chen couldn't help but exclaimed: "Sun Yang actually used the 

power of his ancestors from the beginning!" 

 



   Can his body withstand the backlash of power? 

 

  Accurately, as long as the bloodline concentration of the goddess reaches a certain level, it will 

awaken something left by the ancestors. 

 

  The ancestors of the holy race have the body of the sacred sun, while the soul shadow race is the 

body of the shadow. 

 

   This kind of blood and spirit will be more or less understood by future generations. 

 

   possesses these two kinds of spirit bodies, which are similar to Liu Ming's Heavenly Spirit sword 

body. When using the Yang system and the shadow system, they will generate bonuses. 

Chapter 1794: Only hope, Ye Chen! 

Yu Beast Spirit God said at this time: “It’s strange, even if you have a special spirit body that can reduce 

the power of backlash, the kid in this hidden place, with the peak of the Dao, should not be able to 

perform this kind of weight and lightly. Strength?" 

 

   Even with Ye Chen's immortal body, it is difficult to do it. 

 

   Sun Yang's body is definitely not stronger than Ye Chen, but why can he seem to use such power 

without worrying about backlash? 

 

   However, Sun Yang's power was strong, but when it appeared, it fluctuated slightly, faintly 

suppressed by Liu Ming's sword intent! 

 

The sword technique used by    Liu Ming originally meant to penetrate the sky! 

 

   can be said to specifically restrain Sun Yang's comprehend moves! 

 

   There was a boom, a loud noise! 

 



   The bluestone ring was shattered, countless fragments floated, dust filled the sky, and the 

protective mask fluctuated violently. 

 

   The next moment, a loud shout, echoing in the martial arts conference venue: "Sky fire! Get up!" 

 

   In an instant, all the dust was suppressed, and Sun Yang's figure emerged above the bluestone 

ring. A big hole was penetrated in his shoulder and neck. Obviously, he had been injured by Liu Ming's 

sword! 

 

However, he looked solemn at this time, without any sense of weakness, like a big sun above the sky. 

Behind him, the sun shone brightly and suddenly turned into a huge fireball toward Liu Ming in the 

bluestone ring. Falling away! 

 

   The scorching heat coming on your face is suffocating! 

 

   Ye Chen frowned slightly, it seemed that Sun Yang had hidden his strength from the beginning. 

 

   Now he is already close to the power of the second and even third-tier heavens in the creation 

realm! 

 

   At the same age, being able to be like this is definitely a goddess in the Lingwu continent! 

 

   Ye Chen is even a little surprised, the ancestors of these people are the strongest group of people 

in Lingwu Continent, why would they hide in this hidden place and only establish contact with Xuan 

Yuezong. 

 

   Is it hiding something? 

 

   Avoiding the sealed blood soul race? 

 

   Ye Chen seemed to have caught some clue, but he was not sure. 

 



   At this moment, Xuanyuezong’s Liu Ming was covered with scars and burnt skin in many places. He 

glanced at his left hand holding the sword. 

 

   His left hand trembled and it was bloody. Although he broke Sun Yang's Sky Wheel just now, he 

didn't hit the point. 

 

   But the backlash and collision power of this move completely abolished his left hand. 

 

   But Liu Ming's eyes were firm, staring at him, as if a fireball that could burn everything, without the 

slightest fear! 

 

   He handed the pale golden long sword to his right hand. 

 

   Right hand is his dominant hand! However, he usually only uses his left hand when facing the 

enemy. 

 

  Only when life and death are critical, Liu Ming will use his right hand to make a sword! 

 

   Liu Ming holds the sword in his right hand, his eyes are slightly closed, the power of his body is 

brewing, and a sword-shaped phantom flickers behind him. 

 

   Finally, just before the fireball came, Liu Ming suddenly opened his eyes, and the sword shadow 

behind him was completely solidified at this moment! 

 

   Liu Ming stared at the falling sun before his eyes, and said coldly: "The Way of Sword: Guanri!" 

 

   There was a loud bang, and the dazzling white light bloomed. Ye Chen narrowed his eyes. Gengjin's 

energy condensed in his eyes, against the white light that came in. Even him was full of expectations for 

the result of this blow. 

 

   He knew that at that moment, Liu Ming broke through the realm of good fortune! 

 



   There was a huge shock from the venue, and countless deep cracks appeared on the ground 

outside the bluestone ring! 

 

  The light was condensed, and the entire bluestone ring, like lava, showed a crimson color. The only 

thing that remained blue was a small area in front of Liu Ming! 

 

   At this time, Liu Ming was full of blue smoke, but did not fall down, his sword pointed directly at 

Sun Yang in the sky! 

 

And Sun Yang, at some point in his right hand, there was an extra pair of gloves burning with crimson 

flames. His hands were dripping blood. However, Sun Yang didn’t realize it and didn’t respond. All this 

was because of him. Holding a sword light in his hand! 

 

   Liu Ming's sword light! 

 

A drop of cold sweat slipped off Sun Yang's forehead, staring at the sword light he held in his hand, 

letting the sun burn in his hand, but it still remained, and this sword light was far from his throat. Only 

an inch away! 

 

   Although he didn't really pierce his throat, his throat had already been stabbed by Jianmang's 

sharp energy. He couldn't talk now. If he did, he would spit out blood! 

 

He squeezed the sword light in his hand fiercely, and a piercing pain came from his hand, but Sun Yang 

didn't mean to relax at all. He wanted to use the pain to make himself remember, remember that he 

almost paid because of that arrogance. The price of life! 

 

   The phantom of the sun behind Sun Yang burst into flames, and the flame in his hand also turned 

into pale gold. The transparent sword glow quickly emitted bursts of blue smoke and was burned into 

nothingness. 

 

   Sun Yang took a deep breath and used the Dao Consolidation twice in succession, his spiritual 

power has already reached its limit, but... 

 



   He glanced at Liu Ming on the ring, you should too, right? 

 

   Now, he no longer has the slightest contempt for Liu Ming. He understands that if it were not for 

the existence of ancient blood, he might have lost now! 

 

Sun Yang's hand was burning with pale golden flames, pointing directly at Liu Ming who was holding the 

sword posture on the ring, the light gathered in his hand, his face was extremely dignified and he stared 

at the flame condensed in his hand, and said solemnly: " The way of Yang, break the void!" 

 

   Even with the protection of ancient blood, Sun Yang's gloved right hand trembled slightly. 

 

   This move is his most powerful move. Even if he has the protection, he cannot completely control 

it. However, the power of this move is also beyond doubt! 

 

  The way of the sun, breaking through the emptiness, condensing the real fire of the sun into a 

divine light, enough to penetrate nothing 

 

   However, just when Sun Yang was about to perform this trick on Liu Ming Liu Ming's body fell 

down without warning. 

 

   Sun Yang was taken aback when he saw this, and at the same time, he was relieved, dispersed the 

magical powers in his hand, and slowly fell from the air. 

 

   Just now, although Liu Ming broke his power again, the impact damage and backlash he had 

suffered had completely dragged Liu Ming down. 

 

  Although Liu Ming was still standing just now, it was completely relying on his willpower and his 

mentality that he had fallen into a drowsiness. 

 

   The burly old man took a deep look at Liu Ming, Xuan Yuezong, there are really many amazing 

monsters. 

 



   After he was silent for a while, he announced, "Sun Yang, win." 

 

After that, someone came to the stage and lifted Liu Ming off the ring. Ye Chen's figure moved and he 

immediately appeared next to Liu Ming who was lifted off the ring. In Liu Ming's mouth, he stuffed a pill. 

This pill, is Among his remaining pills, the effect was the best, but Ye Chen gave it to Liu Ming without 

hesitation. 

 

   After all, he is a disciple of Xuan Yuezong. 

 

   And Liu Ming's strength is worth his. 

 

  The medicinal power dissipated in an instant, Liu Ming reluctantly opened his eyes, looking at Ye 

Chen in front of him, feeling the surging medicinal power in his body, and the cold face, there was some 

relief, and he reluctantly said: "Thank you." 

 

   Ye Chen smiled and said: "They are all from the same family, you are welcome, you take care of 

yourself, I should be on stage." 

 

   Ye Chen became the only hope of Xuan Yuezong. 

 

   only. 

Chapter 1795: cheat! 

After Ye Chen turned around and was about to go on stage, Liu Ming's voice suddenly sounded behind 

him. 

 

   "Ye Chen." 

 

   "Huh?" Ye Chen turned his head and looked at Liu Ming. 

 

   Liu Ming showed a wry smile and said: "I have already given the sect a shame, you must win." 

 



   "It must be!" 

 

   Ye Chen turned his head and walked to the ring, his eyes were deep, and he said in a deep voice, 

"Not only will I win, but I will also win first place for Xuan Yuezong!" 

 

   Liu Ming looked at Ye Chen's back, and inexplicably trusted Ye Chen's words. 

 

   He laughed self-deprecatingly. Originally, he still regarded Ye Chen as his opponent. Unexpectedly, 

it was himself who lost the qualification to challenge him. 

 

   Ye Chen walked, and said to Yu Beast Spirit in his heart: "Yu Beast Spirit God, just now, Sun Yang, 

was that weird?" 

 

   Yu Beast Spirit God nodded and said: "It is true, if I see it right, this person has a protection that 

does not belong to his power!" 

 

   "Not his protection?" 

 

   Ye Chen's complexion changed slightly, it was obvious that this was cheating. 

 

   But he has no evidence. 

 

   This world is somewhat related to the ancient power of Lingwu Continent, which is absolutely 

mysterious. 

 

  It's strong in protection, one can imagine. 

 

   Come this way, don’t you have no chance to defeat Sun Yang? 

 

Yu Beast Spirit God continued: "This protection should only be left behind by the ancestors. It can 

strengthen the protected person's sensitivity to martial arts, blood, and laws, and reduce the backlash 



effect of the power of the laws of the super realm. Yes, even if there is a bonus to physical abilities, it 

will not be too high." 

 

   Ye Chen frowned and said, "Even so, if you want to defeat him, there is little hope." 

 

   Facing an opponent who can constantly use the power of law to attack is almost equivalent to 

facing a warrior in the early or mid-term of Good Fortune Realm. Although Ye Chen is strong, he is not 

yet able to fight against such a strong one. 

 

   Unless it is wicked. 

 

   But the Devil's Eye fell asleep for a short time. He wanted to use the power of the Devil's Eye to 

completely enchant him. It was very difficult. 

 

   So in this battle, you must rely on yourself. 

 

   Yu Beast Ling Shen suddenly smiled strangely: "No, you are wrong." 

 

   "How?" 

 

   Yu Beast Spirit said triumphantly: "Hmph, this matter can only be seen by a strong person like me 

from the ancient times, even the old guy with the highest level of cultivation can not detect it!" 

 

   Ye Chen said: "Yu Beast Spirit God, don't sell it, hurry up!" 

 

   Yu Beast Spirit God said: "This kid's protection should have been activated by the power of the day 

pool. Originally, he should be able to fully use the protection power during the period when the sky pool 

was opened, but! 

 

   I don’t know why, the connection between this kid and the pool is gradually weakening, and soon, 

his power of protection will be exhausted! 

 



   However, you must fight him when the protection is about to disappear, so that during the battle, 

he has no chance to re-establish contact with the day pool. This is your chance of victory! " 

 

   Ye Chen was overjoyed when he heard the words, and asked: "Yu Beast Spirit God, can you 

calculate the time when Sun Yang has the weakest contact with Tianchi?" 

 

   Yu Beast Lingshen smiled and said: "Too specific is not acceptable, but it is approximate, it is still 

possible, the error is not more than a stick of incense, as long as you can guarantee the time of sticking 

to his hand, you will win! 

 

   Now, in the fight with this Lingfeng clan kid, you can drag it, and when I let you end, you will end 

the game! " 

 

   Ye Chen smiled and said, "Don't worry, no problem." 

 

  , Ye Chen has already entered the bluestone ring. This bluestone ring is really amazing. It has been 

almost destroyed just now. Under the spell of the burly old man, it has recovered so quickly. 

 

   The burly old man glanced at the two people on the ring, and said: "Ling Xiao of the Lingfeng Clan, 

yes, Ye Chen of the Burning Sky Clan, the game begins!" 

 

   His eyes were a little helpless, because according to his judgment, although Ling Xiao was very 

strong, Ye Chen's strength was even higher than that of Ling Xiao. 

 

   Of course, the same is true for Liu Ming, even Long Xuan has the possibility of defeating Ling Xiao. 

 

Therefore, no matter who Sun Yang challenges, there will be a Xuanyuezong disciple who will get the 

opportunity to enter the Tianchi. Although this is helpless, but the two evils are the lesser of them. It is 

the most important to ensure that Sun Yang enters the blood zone. . 

 

   That's why he asked Sun Yang to advance directly, instead of challenging the Xuan Yuezong disciple 

before. 

 



  Facts have proved that he is right. Although Sun Yang can't see it now, he has actually suffered a 

serious injury and has won a thrilling victory. Ming, even with the existence of ancient blood protection, 

Sun Yang may lose! 

 

   Under such a situation, of course, there can be less than one game and one less game. These 

Xuanyuezong geniuses are really not simple. 

 

At this moment, Yu Beast Lingshen said again: "Boy, there will be some flaws deliberately in a while, and 

the slight injuries will not affect the next match. According to the rules of the game, you will have a 

chance to challenge Sun Yang in a while. You have to paralyze them and make them think you are 

looking for death. In the end, it will be them who die!" 

 

   Ye Chen smiled bitterly: "Yu Beast Spirit God, what do you consider my opponent, he is also a 

genius of the Lingfeng clan anyway, touch the power of law, like this, you are not afraid of me 

overturning?" 

 

Yu Beast Spirit God coldly snorted: "You have an immortal body, you control immortality, and you have 

the power of the six-day gods and kings, and the power of the law, plus the blood demon sword and 

enchantment, you can still be weaker than you Injured his opponent's hand? 

 

   Then even if he doesn’t kill you, I will kill you too. " 

 

   Ling Xiao from the Lingfeng clan Facing Ye Chen, he looked extremely solemn. He carefully 

observed the power and moves Ye Chen used. He knew that Ye Chen was definitely a terrifying enemy! 

 

   "The law of wind is invisible!" 

 

As soon as    opened, Ling Xiao used all his strength, and among the major tribes, it was possible that 

a spirit body similar to that possessed when the bloodline concentration of the gods reached a certain 

level was born. 

 

   This is also the origin of the names of the major tribes, but compared to the two tribes of the gods, 

among the other tribes, the probability of birth of the spirits of the various races is much smaller, and 

the power is not as strong as the two clans of the gods. 



 

   However, the geniuses of other tribes who gave birth to this kind of spirit body are also very 

powerful beings. They are called demigods, and Ling Xiao is the demigod who has Tianfeng spirit bodies! 

 

  The law of wind has a stronger effect under his Tianfeng Spirit Body bonus. 

 

   At this time, Ling Xiao's figure is really like a breeze, unable to capture, it is almost extreme! 

 

   Ye Chen frowned when he saw this. Speed is one of his current weaknesses. An opponent with 

extraordinary speed is the type he hates most. 

 

   Immediately, he remembered something, and at the same time displayed a posture that imitated 

Zhou Yantian's wind and dusty steps, and his figure became illusory for an instant. 

 

   Ling Xiao sneered at this, Ye Chen, although you are extremely strong, you are not as good as me in 

terms of speed. 

 

   Immediately got up, palms out one after another, the palm strength was surging, the palm was 

violent, and the palm wind was like a knife. At the same time, the bluestone ring was scratched by his 

palm wind! 

Chapter 1796: I do not accept! 

While Ye Chen barely avoided part of Ling Xiao's palm, he drew out a sword and danced at will to 

resolve the unavoidable attack. For a while, it seemed as if he was suppressed by Ling Xiao! 

 

   Ling Xiao was taken aback when he saw this, what happened to Ye Chen? 

 

  Although his speed is not as good as himself, Ye Chen should be able to rely on his advantage in 

attack power to counterattack opponents, just like facing Zhou delay. Now, why does it seem that he 

can only barely deal with it? 

 

   Suddenly, Ling Xiao's eyes lit up, as if thinking of something, when Ye Chen walked out of the 

devilish energy of the other world that day, it was obvious that he was seriously injured! 



 

   Although I don’t know how Ye Chen recovered and was able to participate in the competition, Ye 

Chen probably did not fully recover, and there were still hidden injuries in his body! 

 

   Yesterday, the duel between him and Sun Ting may not have deliberately suppressed his own 

power, but could not exert his full strength at all! 

 

   is just bluffing! 

 

   Thinking of this, Ling Xiao looked ecstatic, as long as he won Ye Chen, he would also be eligible to 

enter the Tianchi! 

 

   At the moment, he immediately stepped up his offensive, slapped Ye Chen frantically, and played 

desperately, completely ignoring his injuries! 

 

   And Ye Chen, under Ling Xiao's offensive, gradually became unable to support it! 

 

   Ling Xiao sees this, more sure of his own thoughts! 

 

  The offensive is getting crazy! 

 

   Seeing Ye Chen's embarrassed appearance, even the audience began to talk. 

 

   "Isn't this Xuan Yuezong disciple very strong? How come he behaves so badly?" 

 

   "Look, Ye Chen is not as strong as we thought, right?" 

 

   "Yes, after all, it's just the third-tier Celestial Cultivation of the Hunyuan Realm. It was so eye-

catching before. Maybe it's just that his opponent is too weak. 

 



   "Ling Xiao is also a demigod, he still has a spirit body. When he meets an opponent of this level, Ye 

Chen can't be as strong as before." 

 

   Everyone seems to think that Ye Chen's strength is nothing more than that. 

 

   Yu Beast Lingshen smiled and said, "Boy, the acting is good." 

 

   Ye Chen murmured secretly. He couldn't use his full strength to face the enemy. It was harder to 

deal with it like this than if he encountered an opponent who was one point stronger than him. Now this 

situation is not completely pretending. 

 

The two went back and forth in this way, making thousands of moves. At this time, Ye Chen was already 

scarred, but they were just skin injuries. With his immortal body and reincarnation blood, he could soon 

get well. 

 

   However, seeing Ye Chen being beaten all the time, the audience was almost certain that Ye Chen's 

strength was under Ling Xiao. 

 

   At this time Yu Beast Lingshen suddenly said: "It's almost there! Boy, it's over!" 

 

   Ye Chen looked at Ling Xiao who rushed again, his eyes condensed, in fact, after so many fights, he 

had already seen through Ling Xiao's body style, and he hadn't tried to fight back, just delaying time. 

 

   was pressed and beaten for so long, even with Ye Chen's heart, his stomach was full of fire, and 

now he can finally fight back! 

 

   Ling Xiao saw Ye Chen suddenly stagnate, his eyes brightened, Ye Chen finally reached his limit! 

 

   He slapped Ye Chen's chest fiercely! 

 

   Seeing that Ye Chen was not evasive, Ling Xiao's expression was overjoyed. This palm must be hit! 

 



   was in Ling Xiao's palm, about to be printed on Ye Chen's chest, Ye Chen suddenly adjusted his 

figure slightly, immortal sword intent surged, and went to the position where Ling Xiao was about to 

move! 

 

   The intent of the sword whizzed out, the gas of Gengjin was released, the golden light flashed, and 

the wind shook the sky! 

 

   This sword is immortal! 

 

"not good!" 

 

   Ling Xiao's expression changed, Ye Chen didn't hesitate to take his own blow in exchange for a 

chance to fight back! 

 

   However, he just violently attacked, how could he think that Ye Chen still had the power to fight 

back? 

 

   hasn't left a retreat for myself a long time ago, now it's too late to avoid it! 

 

   For a while, Ling Xiao felt like a prey falling into a trap. 

 

   However, Ling Xiao has also been fighting for a long time. At this time, the offensive was not at all 

chaotic, but his complexion was fierce, his body accelerated, and that palm still bombarded Ye Chen's 

chest. 

 

  Since you can't hide, fight it! 

 

   There was a loud bang! 

 

   Ye Chen took a step back. 

 



   And Ling Xiao was instantly swallowed by the immortal sword intent! 

 

  His body spins backwards quickly, embarrassed, intending to dissolve Ye Chen's sword! 

 

When    was hit, Ye Chen secretly shouted: "Gengjin is immortal, fall!" 

 

   Ye Chen wanted to combine the immortal sword intent with the energy of Gengjin! 

 

   Gengjin is the sun in the world! 

 

   Immortality is indelible! 

 

   is simple, but it is really difficult to do! 

 

   However, there are many masters Ye Chen, with extremely many techniques, plus the 

reincarnation art of the gods and demons and the blood of reincarnation! 

 

   has far more mastery of exercises and everything than everyone! 

 

  The golden light is dazzling. 

 

   No one knows what happened inside. 

 

   At this time, Ling Xiao finally stopped, his whole body was stained red with blood, and Ye Chen cut 

out a huge scar from his armpit to his lower abdomen on his side. 

 

   He stood swayingly, staring at Ye Chen who was half-kneeling not far away, clenching his teeth, 

and insisting. 

 



   However, after three breaths, Ling Xiao fell to the ground with unwilling eyes and completely lost 

consciousness. 

 

   He was hurt, too bad. 

 

   Seeing Ling Xiao fall, the audience sighed regretfully. In their opinion, if Ling Xiao hadn't been too 

impatient, Ye Chen had seized the flaw by the onslaught. This battle, the winner, must be Ling Xiao! 

 

   At this time, Ye Chen wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth and slowly stood up. 

 

   is just a trauma, the power of entering the body has been dissolved by Ye Chen's immortal body. 

 

   At the same time, he couldn't help showing a wry smile. 

 

   Acting is so difficult! 

 

   When he returned to China to be a star, he probably couldn't win the Oscar actor. 

 

   The burly old man glanced at Ling Xiao who was in a coma, his mouth twitched slightly, and he 

announced, "Ye Chen, win." 

 

Later, after the Lingfeng tribe led Ling Xiao from the ring, the burly old man continued: "The top three in 

this competition have been decided. Now, because these three contestants have been injured, the old 

man Call the shots, tentatively set a ranking, now, please compare the top three contestants to the 

ring!" 

 

   Sun Yang and Zhong You stepped onto the ring and stood with Ye Chen. 

 

The burly old man said: "Now, from the sixth in the Big Bi, I start to announce that the sixth is Long 

Xuan, the fifth, Ling Xiao, the fourth, Liu Ming, the third, Ye Chen, The second place is Zhong You, and 

the first place is Sun Yang." 

 



   Stop, look at the patriarchs and say: "Dear patriarchs, do you have any comments?" 

 

   The patriarchs of the various tribes naturally have no objections, and immediately nodded and 

said: "The elder is clear, we and other tribes have no objections." 

 

The audience at the scene also nodded. According to the performance of the battle This is also their 

ranking. Moreover, Liu Ming may be stronger than Ye Chen, but Liu Ming lost to Sun ahead of time. Yang 

did not advance to the top three. 

 

Seeing the agreement of the patriarchs, the burly old man looked at the field and said to the three Ye 

Chen: "The contestants who won the top three in the competition, you, do you have any opinions on 

your ranking? If so, you have one time, challenging opportunity." 

 

The audience looked at Zhong You. In their opinion, Zhong You and Long Xuan had not fully 

demonstrated their strength in the battle. It was possible to challenge Sun Yang. However, at this time, 

Zhong You was full of unwillingness. , But nothing. 

 

   Zhong You knows the existence of Ancient Blood Protection, and if there is no such Ancient Blood 

Protection, he can still fight Sun Yang. 

 

   However, when Sun Yang has the protection of ancient blood, he is almost equivalent to the fairy 

venerable of good fortune, and to challenge him on his own is completely looking for abuse. 

 

   Seeing the humor and keeping silent, the audience was a little disappointed. 

 

   Originally, I wanted to witness the battle between the strongest geniuses of the two gods tribes. 

 

   This kind of battle is also called the battle of the gods. In previous years, if there was a battle of the 

gods, it would be quite exciting. 

 

   Just when everyone thought that the big competition was about to end like this, even the burly old 

man shook his head helplessly, ready to announce the final result. 

 



   The indifferent voice of a young man echoed in the martial arts conference venue: 

 

   "I don't accept this result, I want to challenge Sun Yang." 

Chapter 1797: Frog at the bottom of the well! 

Dead! 

 

   Everyone looked at the speaker in disbelief. 

 

   Ye Chen! 

 

   The blood on his chest is still there. Now, he wants to challenge Sun Yang? 

 

   How many times has this surprised everyone? 

 

   Ye Chen, is this guy really uncanny and endless? 

 

   Even the burly old man was slightly taken aback, and said: "Are you sure? You have to know that if 

the challenge fails, you will lose your original ranking. 

 

   Your ranking will be replaced by Ling Xiao who is playing against you! " 

 

   He stared at Ye Chen, although Ye Chen's suicidal behavior was almost undesirable to him. After 

all, in this way, none of these Xuanyue Sect disciples could enter the Tianchi! 

 

   But, for some reason, the burly old man looked at Ye Chen's indifferent expression and had an 

ominous premonition. 
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   Ye Chen nodded and said: "I'm sure." 

 



  As soon as this remark came out, it caused an uproar in the venue. Even if the audience had a 

certain recognition of Ye Chen's strength before, now, they can't accept Ye Chen's arrogance! 

 

   In their hearts, with Ye Chen's strength, if they challenge Zhong You who is ranked second, there is 

still a slight possibility. 

 

After all, although Zhong You's strength in the battle against Long Xuan was very strong, it was far worse 

than the battle between Liu Ming and Sun Yang. Although Zhong You might not fully demonstrate his 

strength, Ye Chen still has a chance to attack. 

 

   But now, Ye Chen wants to challenge Sun Yang? This is not arrogance, what is arrogance? 

 

   A person is too mad, mad for no reason, madness beyond his own strength, naturally it is easy to 

be disliked by others, and now, all the audience are displeased with Ye Chen, a disciple of Xuanyue Sect. 

 

   "What did he say? He wants to challenge Sun Yang? Was your brain watt?" 

 

   "Hehe, a little bit of strength, do you start to recognize reality?" 

 

   "To deal with a Ling Xiao, who has already exhausted so much to win the victory, now he is 

brazenly trying to challenge Sun Yang?" 

 

   "It's okay to let him look for death, our Tianchi shouldn't have been tainted by Xuanyuezong 

disciples!" 

 

Listening to the audience's ridicule, and looking at the silent, burly old man, Ye Chen suddenly took a 

step forward, raised his head to face the countless audience, and said with a faint smile: "You think that 

the goddess you admire is very Strong?" 

 

  As soon as Ye Chen said this, the audience fell silent for a while, but their eyes were full of anger. 

The goddess is the pride of their hidden place, how can they be insulted by a Xuanyuezong disciple 

casually? 

 



   Ye Chen didn't seem to see the anger in their eyes, and calmly continued: "You guys, thought I 

challenged Sun Yang because I was arrogant? I can't recognize reality? Funny!" 

 

   "You group of frogs at the bottom of the well, how can you know the size of this world? How can 

you see the prancing dragon in the nine heavens?" 

 

   "I, will use facts to prove that I am stronger than your gods!" 

 

   Ye Chen's words immediately detonated the audience's emotions, and countless roars and anger 

echoed in the venue. 

 

   "Kill this arrogant man, Sun Yang!" 

 

   "Facts prove? Sun Yang, use facts to prove that he is just a barking wild dog!" 

 

   "What a frog at the bottom of a well, what a prancing dragon, Sun Yang, let us see who is the frog 

and who is the dragon!" 

 

   At this time, it is not Sun Yang who is more angry than the audience, but Zhong You beside Sun 

Yang. 

 

   He stared at Ye Chen, with the unnatural smile still on his face, but his eyes gradually became 

gloomy, because he felt that his dignity had been insulted! 

 

   Ye Chen dare to challenge Sun Yang? 

 

   Isn't this, what he didn't dare to do? 

 

   Even if Ye Chen did it because of his stupidity and ignorance, Zhong You still couldn't let go! 

 



Zhong You looked at Ye Chen and said in a sharp tone: "What a dragon? The courage is admirable, but 

it's just because of your stupidity and ignorance. There are other secrets in Sun Yang. If you are If you 

know it, you will understand where your stupidity is." 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at Zhong You and said, "Really? Maybe, I know more than you?" 

 

   "Hahahaha." Zhong You laughed loudly: "You know? What do you know? You know that this guy 

has..." 

 

   Before Zhong You's words were finished, the burly old man shouted sharply: "Zhong You, what are 

you talking about!" 

 

   He glared at Zhong You fiercely, and cursed secretly, this mentally abnormal kid is really speechless 

and embarrassing. 

 

   Zhong looked at Ye Chen coldly, full of mockery, but still closed his mouth. 

 

   Ye Chen turned to the burly old man and said with a smile: "Elder, is there any problem?" 

 

   The burly old man groaned, Ye Chen's challenge, according to the rules, he could not refuse. 

 

   However, he has the right to postpone the game one day on the grounds of adjusting the status of 

both contestants. He cast a glance at Sun Yang, intending to inquire about Sun Yang's injury. 

 

   Sun Yang nodded calmly, indicating that his injury is no longer serious. 

 

   The burly old man stared at Ye Chen for a moment, and finally nodded and said: "Okay, then, 

Zhong You, you first step back, Sun Yang, Ye Chen, get ready for the game!" 

 

   Ye Chen received a full blow from Ling Xiao just now, and that blow really hit Ye Chen on the chest, 

but he couldn't hide it from his eyes. 

 



   Ye Chen, there should still be injuries in his body. No matter how strong his vitality and physical 

body are, he cannot recover so quickly. Now is the best time for Sun Yang to fight Ye Chen. 

 

   Ye Chen heard the words, a glimmer of joy flashed under his eyes, the bluestone ring, and soon 

only Sun Yang and Ye Chen were left. The two looked at each other, almost rubbing sparks. 

 

   The audience present also boiled for an instant! 

 

   Sun Yang smiled and said: "Ye Chen, you are indeed arrogant and mad, but if you are too arrogant, 

you will fall miserably, and you will never get up again." 

 

   Ye Chen also smiled and said, "Really? I don't deny my pride, but I don't know if you have that 

‘strength’ that makes me unable to get up." He emphasized the tone of the word strength specially. 

 

   The burly old man raised his eyebrows when he heard the words, and the bad feeling in his heart 

became stronger and stronger. 

 

   However, the words have been spoken, and there is no way to turn back at this time, and 

immediately shouted: "Ye Chen, yes, Sun Yang, the game begins!" 

 

  …… 

 

at the same time. 

 

   In front of the gate of Xuan Yuezong. 

 

   A slim girl came quietly, her face was dusty, and there was even a hint of complaint. 

 

   "Ye Chen is too good at running, I have been chasing him for many days!" 

 



   "If it weren't for Senior Sister Ji Siqing's order, I would have returned to my Lingxian Imperial 

Palace!" 

 

   "I really don't know what is good about this kid named Ye Chen, the senior sister wants to give him 

that valuable thing!" 

 

   "The key is how many days I have been delayed to deliver this thing." 

 

   "I want to see what is good about Ye Chen!" 

 

  It is Xiao Yun from the Lingxian Imperial PalaceJi Siqing's younger sister. 

 

   Ji Siqing and Xia Ruoxue couldn't leave the Lingxian Imperial Palace at all because of the existence 

of Lingyun Immortal Venerable, so they could only let this little junior sister give something to Ye Chen. 

 

   Ji Siqing was worried about Ye Chen's accident, and when he learned about Ye Chen's news, he 

asked Xiao Yun to send the thing the first time. 

 

   That thing is too precious. 

 

   But Ji Siqing knew that this thing is most suitable for Ye Chen! 

 

   Xiao Yun came to the gatekeeper of Xuanyuezong and asked: "Hello, does your school have a 

person named Ye Chen?" 

 

   When the gatekeepers heard Ye Chen, their expressions changed slightly. 

 

   Others don't know Ye Chen's power, but they do! 

 

   Not long ago, the strong of the Ten Thousand Sword Emperor’s Palace came to the door in person! 



 

   is for Ye Chen! 

 

   Fortunately, the strength of the woman in front of him is not very high, and they breathed out 

gently: "Xuan Yuezong does have a disciple named Ye Chen, I don't know what's the matter with him?" 

 

   Xiao Yun breathed a sigh of relief when he heard the words, and then took out a piece of jade 

pendant and said: "This is the token of the Lingxian Imperial Palace, let Ye Chen come out to see me!" 

 

   Those disciples were still relaxed, but when they saw the jade pendant, they were shocked again 

and again! 

 

  Lingxian Emperor Palace! 

 

   I walked away from the Ten Thousand Sword Emperor's Palace, but how come another Lingxian 

Emperor's Palace is here! 

 

   Ye Chen, who has just entered the sect, what is the origin! 

Chapter 1798: Gengjin Qi, cut the sky! 

The two Xuanyuezong gatekeepers did not dare to say much, and quickly said respectfully to Xiao Yun in 

front of him: "Wait a minute." 

 

   Xiao Yun nodded, and found a place next to him to sit and wait. 

 

   After half a minute, a **** girl in red came out. 

 

   is Zi Ning! 

 

   Zi Ning came to Xiao Yun, looked at Xiao Yun interestingly, and said, "You are looking for Ye Chen?" 

 



   Xiao Yun frowned: "Who are you?" 

 

   Zi Ning smiled slightly: "I am Ye Chen's senior sister, and also the guide who led Ye Chen into Xuan 

Yuezong." 

 

   "Ye Chen is testing in the secret realm now, if you have anything you can tell me, I will tell it for 

you." 

 

   Even though Xiao Yun wanted to return to the Lingxian Imperial Palace immediately, she shook her 

head when she thought of the importance of that thing: "I'll wait for him to come out here." 

 

   "There is something, I must hand it to him." 

 

   Zi Ning didn't force it, and showed a gentle smile: "Since you are Ye Chen's friend, I will take you to 

Xuan Yuezong to see. I guess he will be out in a few days." 

 

"it is good." 

 

   Xiao Yun did not refute, and followed Zi Ning into Xuan Yuezong. 

 

  …… 

 

   At the same time, a hidden place. 

 

   above the martial arts arena. 

 

   is on the trigger. 

 

   Sun Yang learned a lesson from the battle against Liu Ming. Although Sun Yang did not believe that 

Ye Chen had the strength of Liu Ming, he still did not have the slightest support. 



 

   He jumped directly into the air, and a phantom of the sun appeared behind him, the rays of light 

shone, and Sun Yang was set off like a god. 

 

   He looked down at Ye Chen and shouted violently: "Sky Fire! Open!" 

 

   A huge fireball phantom condensed in front of Sun Yang, roasting the surrounding space and 

distorting it, exuding extremely terrifying energy fluctuations! 

 

   Sun Yang showed a confident expression on his face. This time, he was no longer hurriedly 

displaying. 

 

   This move now is stronger than when he faced Liu Ming. 

 

   Moreover, even if Ye Chen also touched the power of the law, he couldn't just suppress himself 

like Liu Ming's moves. He believed that Ye Chen would definitely be defeated by this move! 

 

   Ye Chen flipped his wrist and drew out a cold sword. Although the six kings of the gods were not 

revealed, all the powers were blessed on his immortal body! 

 

   Surrounded by endless magic and blood! 

 

   His whole body exudes a sense of immortality! 

 

   Not only that, the Gengjin Qi also covers the whole body! 

 

   seems to have formed a golden barrier! 

 

   He stared at the fireball in the air, his expression was solemn, his spiritual power was running at 

full strength, his body was full of breath, and he did not dare to neglect the slightest, Sun Yang's attack 

was indeed very strong! 



 

  The Yu Beast Spirit God in the Samsara Cemetery said solemnly: "Boy, hold on, at most as long as 

one incense stick time, his protection will be invalid!" 

 

   Ye Chen took a deep breath and shouted in a low voice: "The Ice Sword Art is immortal! The energy 

of Gengjin, cut the sky!" 

 

   Ye Chen raised his head, staring at the fireball that was about to reach him, struggling to cut out a 

sword! 

 

  Magic! Gengjin gas! Immortal sword intent! The power of law! All together! 

 

   With this sword, Ye Chen is serious! 

 

   There is Sun Yang protected by ancient blood, Ye Chen dare not take it lightly! 

 

   Originally, the confident Sun Yang suddenly changed his complexion, how could it be possible! How 

could Ye Chen's sword have such terrifying power? 

 

   This power has surpassed Liu Ming's sword technique to pass the sun! 

 

  Even, it brought him a sense of crisis like facing life and death. This trick can kill him! 

 

  Sun Yang yelled almost frantically: "The Way of Yang: Sky Wheel!" 

 

   A light wheel instantly appeared in front of Sun Yang. 

 

   At this time, Ye Chen almost collapsed after cutting out this sword, and all his strength seemed to 

disappear from his body. 

 



   But, he still desperately mobilized his divine and spiritual power to form a barrier at the fastest 

speed! 

 

   shouted at the same time: "Block me!!" 

 

   boom! 

 

  The sword intent collided with the fireball, the sky and the earth shook, the space was torn, and the 

bright light burst out instantly, almost blinding the audience's eyes! 

 

   Bluestone ring, instantly turned into scorched earth, mostly melted. 

 

   The light is condensed, and the audience looks at the ring... 

 

   Everyone held their breath, their hearts were shaken, their mouths and eyes were wide open, and 

they were almost unable to hold on to themselves! 

 

   The scene they saw was too unbelievable, unexpected, dizzy, and unable to distinguish between 

reality and illusion. 

 

   Ye Chen, who had originally looked down upon him and mocked him for being arrogant and 

ignorant, did not fall when facing Sun Yang's powerful blow to defeat Liu Ming! 

 

   Ye Chen was holding the sword, his face was extremely pale, blood was pouring out of the seven 

orifices, and he was panting violently. 

 

   But, he did not fall down! Did not lose your mind! 

 

   Liu Ming looked at Ye Chen's figure, his eyes flashed wildly, and finally he let out a sigh, he knew 

that he had lost to Ye Chen. 

 



   However, this is not the place that shocked the audience the most. What shocked them the most 

was Sun Yang! 

 

   Sun Yang at this time, with blood on the corners of his mouth! Ye Chen's blow actually injured Sun 

Yang! 

 

   Although Sun Yang was also injured in the fight with Liu Ming, he did not show it. Therefore, this is 

the first time for the audience to see Sun Yang injured in a martial arts competition. 

 

  The one who hurt him was Ye Chen! 

 

  Where is Ye Chen who is evenly matched with Ling Xiao? 

 

   With that knife made by Ye Chen just now, it was enough to kill Ling Xiao in seconds! 

 

   Now, the audience knows that they are wrong, they have been wrong all the time, Ye Chen's 

strength is not what they expected! 

 

Sun Yang stared at Ye Chen and took a healing pill A pill that restores spiritual power. The power of the 

knife that Ye Chen just now was too strong, even with the sky wheel. Blocked, the force of the counter 

shock still hurt him. 

 

  The spiritual power in Sun Yang's body has been disordered. Although he still maintains a calm face, 

in fact, he is crazily suppressing the spiritual power in his body. 

 

   At this time, his gaze at Ye Chen has changed, because he knows that Ye Chen is not an arrogant 

fool, but a terrifying opponent! 

 

   Ye Chen was also taking medicine, but instead of two, he took a dozen! 

 



   There are those who heal his wounds, some who restore his dantian, and some who restore his 

soul. At this time, he is covered with blood, and there are a lot of scorched areas. Obviously it is not 

better... 

 

   Looking at Ye Chen's actions, Sun Yang couldn't help being a little speechless. Does this guy also 

have ancient blood protection? 

 

   Wouldn't it be backlashed by the power of taking such a pill at the same time? 

 

   He didn't know that Ye Chen possessed the immortal divine body dreamed by countless people in 

Lingwu Continent! 

 

   Then, the next moment, the two of them are almost at the same time, and they shoot again! 

 

   "The Way of Yang: Sky Fire!" 

 

   "This sword is immortal!" 

 

   This time, due to their injuries, the power of the attack has dropped a lot, but they are still 

extremely terrifying! 

 

   Attacked and collided, Sun Yang spit out a big mouthful of blood, but Ye Chen directly exploded 

with blood fog, and the charred area on his body was more. 

 

   Ye Chen was full of blood, and his breathing became heavier. He stared at Sun Yang's face. 

Chapter 1799: Ye Chen's limit! 

The backlash of the power of law is really too strong. If Sun Yang can continue to perform such a strong 

attack, this backlash power alone will probably kill him. 

 

   Sun Yang looked at Ye Chen who seemed to have reached the limit, and finally smiled. Ye Chen, the 

backlash of the power of law, is it uncomfortable? 

 



   Now, do you know who is the frog at the bottom of the well? 

 

   I admit that you are very strong, but you can never beat me! 

 

   He raised his hand, and the pale golden flames condensed in his hand. He wanted to use his 

strongest blow to completely result in Ye Chen! 

 

   But at this moment, Sun Yang's face suddenly changed wildly, and he roared: "How is it possible! 

How could this be!" 

 

   His breath became chaotic for an instant, and his right hand, which was condensed with golden 

flames, trembled crazily, and the shadow of the sun behind it also began to flicker. 

 

   Ancient Blood Protection, disappeared! 

 

Losing the protection of the ancient blood, Sun Yang's control of the power of the law was instantly 

weaker, and the backlash of the golden flame in his hand was almost about to explode in his body. If the 

backlash broke out, he would undoubtedly will die! 

 

"Ah ah ah ah ah!!!" 

 

   Sun Yang roared like a beast, his breath rose instantly, and his body was blood red. 

 

At the time of life and death, Sun Yang was like Zhong Hanming, burning God’s blood to improve his 

cultivation. Moreover, his actual realm was even higher than Zhong Hanming. In an instant, Sun Yang 

stepped into the fourth layer of the good fortune realm. ! 

 

   Finally, he barely controlled the golden flame in his hand, condensing it! 

 

   "The Way of Yang: Break the Void!" 

 



   A golden light shot at Ye Chen instantly, and everything he passed was turned into nothingness! 

 

   Seeing this, Yu Beast Lingshen shouted in Ye Chen's mind: "Boy, do it with all your strength! That 

saint clan kid still has one blow!" 

 

   "Do you need my power!" 

 

   What surprised Yu Beast Lingshen was that Ye Chen refused directly! 

 

   The violent air pressure directly shook everything! 

 

  Even the cold sword in Ye Chen's hand shattered! 

 

   "Xuanyuezong's ants, you have no swords, you are dead!" Sun Yang's ridicule suddenly sounded. 

 

   At this moment, Ye Chen raised his head and smiled. 

 

   "That sword is not for me." 

 

   "I have a sword, a blood demon!" 

 

   "Blood Demon Sword, out!" 

 

   Ye Chen can't take care of everything! 

 

  Only with the bleeding magic sword can you have the power to fight! 

 

   As for the power of the reincarnation cemetery, he does not want to rely on it! 

 



   can only be used when it reaches the real state of life and death! 

 

  The Blood Demon Sword rushed out instantly! 

 

  The magic is swept! 

 

   Ye Chen holds swords in both hands, his sword intent is shocking, and endless magic energy is 

brewing in his body! 

 

   The sky has changed color! 

 

   "This sword is a devil!" 

 

   "What is a devil? It is a devil to break the injustice between heaven and earth!" 

 

   Ye Chen yelled violently and cut it down with a sword! 

 

  All the power is blessed under this sword! 

 

  The burly old man on the stage and even Fen Tiangang's complexion sank. They never expected Ye 

Chen to have a magic sword! 

 

   The rank is extremely high! 

 

  Of course weapons are also part of the strength! 

 

   Naturally they can't say anything! 

 

   After all, this ring depends on your own strength! 



 

   boom! 

 

   Two extremely powerful forces collided, and a space crack was directly struck out, and the light 

burst, and the light curtain covering the bluestone ring had cracks! 

 

   The burly old man frowned, and finally made a move! 

 

   He waved his big hand, and in an instant, the light dissipated and the cracks closed. 

 

   The audience immediately looked towards the bluestone ring! 

 

   At this time, the bluestone ring was completely annihilated. 

 

   Ye Chen stood on the ground, and the Blood Demon Sword fell in front of him. Obviously, he could 

no longer hold the sword. 

 

  He is too tired. 

 

   The audience looked at Ye Chen's appearance and couldn't help being shocked! 

 

   Ye Chen at this time is almost the same as when he walked out of the devil qi last time, shocking! 

 

  Although Ye Chen's appearance is miserable, his eyes are still very bright! 

 

   At this time, Sun Yang, with his head slightly lowered, hovering high in the air, seemed to be 

unharmed! 

 

   When the audience saw this scene, they were all overjoyed. It seemed that in the end, it was Sun 

Yang who won! 



 

   But, the next moment, their smiles freeze. 

 

   Sun Yang burst out all over his body, bursting into a thick blood mist, and his body fell from high in 

the sky. 

 

   Although he broke through forcibly in the end, the strong backlash still caused extremely serious 

damage to his body. 

 

When Ye Chen saw this, he finally breathed a sigh of relief. The last trick Sun Yang used to break the 

emptiness was extremely powerful. If it hadn’t been for him to lose the protection of the ancient blood, 

the power to break the emptiness would drop a lot, unless Ye Chen used this trick. The power of Yu 

Beast Spirit God and Demon Eye, otherwise, I am afraid there is really no way to take it. 

 

   The burly old man caught Sun Yang's body in an instant, and fed an elixir into Sun Yang's mouth. Ye 

Chen's eyes flashed, that elixir exuded extremely powerful medicinal power, it was actually an ancient 

elixir! 

 

   The burly old man's expression was cloudy and uncertain, and now, he finally felt that the ancient 

blood protection on Sun Yang had disappeared! 

 

how can that be? How can the ancient blood protection disappear? 

 

   He glanced at Ye Chen, who had become like a blood man, his eyes flickered. Could it be that Ye 

Chen not only knew that Sun Yang had the protection of ancient blood, but also knew that the 

protection was about to disappear, so he challenged Sun Yang? 

 

   But, he didn't even feel it, how did Ye Chen know? 

 

   He suddenly felt that he couldn't see through this young man... 

 

   "Elder, can you announce the result?" Ye Chen said hoarsely. 



 

The burly old man was silent for a moment and sighed. This strong old man seemed to have aged several 

times in an instant, but he still said: "Ye Chen, win Deadly, everyone is staring at Ye Chen, no Speak 

alone. 

 

   What Ye Chen said to them echoed in their ears... 

 

   Ye Chen raised his head, his eyes were extremely proud! 

 

   He said loudly to the audience: "I said, I will prove it to you with facts, I, Ye Chen, is the strongest!" 

 

   Finally, there is no one who can mock and refute Ye Chen. 

 

   Everyone lowered their heads, afraid to face Ye Chen's gaze. 

 

   papa... 

 

   I don’t know where it came from, there was a faint applause... 

 

   Then there was more and more applause, until, deafening applause! 

 

   Everyone has admitted at this time that Ye Chen is stronger than the goddess they admire! 

 

   Everyone was impressed by Ye Chen's strength and arrogance! 

 

   Amidst the applause of this mountain whistling tsunami, Ye Chen's **** face showed a smile, and 

then, in the thunderous applause, he fell to the ground! 

 

  He finally reached his limit. 

 



   When Ye Chen woke up, he found that he had returned to the room, beside him, there were three 

people standing, namely Fen Tiangang, Long Xuan, and Liu Ming. 

 

Fen Tiangang smiled and said: "Ye Chen, your physical recovery ability is really against the sky. With such 

a serious injury, if you are replaced by someone else, even if you are Good Fortune Immortal Venerable, 

you will have to spend half your life without dying. You can recover so quickly. ." 

Chapter 1800: God blood zone! 

Ye Chen looked at the plaster applied all over, showing a slight smile, and barely sat up and said, 

"Thanks to the patriarch's plaster, I can recover so quickly." 

 

   Long Xuan also smiled and said, "Brother Ye, congratulations." 

 

   Long Xuan's smile was a bit bitter, but Ye Chen could see that he was really happy for himself. 

 

   immediately patted Long Xuan on the shoulder and said with a smile: "I will cover you in Xuan 

Yuezong from now on." 

 

   said, he turned his head again and looked at Liu Ming who was aside with a smile: "Brother Liu, I 

didn't shame the sect, right?" 

 

   Liu Ming still looked expressionless, nodded and said: "This secret disciple's seat, first for you." 

 

   "But it won't be long before I will surpass you!" 

 

   Ye Chen shook his head speechlessly and said, "I'm waiting for you." 

 

   The character of Liu Ming is really proud, but Ye Chen doesn't hate people like him. 

 

Fen Tiangang interrupted their conversation and smiled at Ye Chen: "Okay, don't talk about this, Ye 

Chen, if you can go now, please follow me to see the elder, soon, you will be entering Tianchi. Time is 

up. 

 



   Originally, I was really worried that if you were injured too badly, you would miss the opportunity 

to enter Tianchi. Then, it is estimated that you would be so angry that you would be injured again. " 

 

   Ye Chen couldn't help showing his anticipation when he heard the words. Finally, he was about to 

enter this Heavenly Lake! Hope not to let yourself down. 

 

   That mysterious woman helped him and let him enter the Tianchi, absolutely for a reason! 

 

   He reluctantly propped up his body and walked out following Fen Tiangang. 

 

   Ye Chen's current physical condition is very bad, even the immortal divine body, it is impossible to 

recover immediately. 

 

   In the last battle, he still had some internal injuries, and now after the first battle with Sun Yang, he 

obviously can't leapfrog another level. 

 

   I hope that the legendary Tianchi Divine Blood Zone can recover from the injuries in the body... Ye 

Chen clenched his teeth, resisting the severe pain and followed Fen Tiangang behind. 

 

   Soon, Ye Chen and Fen Tiangang came to the residence of the great elder. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes swept away, and he saw Sun Yang and Zhong You, both here. His eyes were on Sun Yang. 

Sun Yang is now a good-for-nothing cultivation base, but his whole body is wrapped like a zongzi, 

obviously better than Ye Chen. Still miserable. 

 

   Sun Yang looked at Shang Ye Chen, his gaze was a bit complicated. 

 

  The elder said: "Okay, everyone is here." 

 

He glanced at Ye Chen and said: "Ye Chen, I have to remind you in advance that entering the Tianchi God 

Blood Zone is not as easy as you think. With your physical state, you may die. Even so, you are Decided 

to enter it? 



 

   If you give up this qualification, I can call the shots and compensate you beyond imagination, and 

you can still enter the light red zone. " 

 

   Ye Chen smiled and said: "Thank you very much for the great elder's concern. The younger 

generation has made up their minds and must enter this blood zone." 

 

   The Great Elder sighed, no longer said anything, nodded and said: "Okay, let's go." 

 

   A few people came outside the stone house, the great elder suddenly let out a long roar, and a 

dark shadow suddenly appeared in the sky, approaching here at a very fast speed. 

 

   Ye Chen looked up, his pupils shrank, and what flew up was a green linline all over the body, a 

hundred feet long, first-born single-horned green dragon! 

 

   This hidden place is so big! 

 

   No loss is the land of the descendants of the ancient strong! 

 

   The Great Elder waved his hand, and the figures of Ye Chen and the others appeared on the back 

of the green dragon in an instant. He stood on the green dragon’s head and shouted: "Go!" 

 

   Qing Jiao heard the words, and when he moved his body, the clouds around him rose, and the next 

moment, he left at night, much faster than the big eagle of Fen Tiangang. 

 

   After a short while, Ye Chen and others came to a huge lake. Ye Chen looked down and saw that 

the water of the lake was bright red, like blood. 

 

   And the entire lake is surrounded by layers of restrictions. That restriction exudes extremely 

terrifying fluctuations. Just getting closer makes Ye Chen feel terrified and can't help looking at the 

underground Tianchi in amazement. 

 



   This prohibition, even if it's the great power of the sky, don't dare to force it... 

 

The great elder drove away the green dragon and rose into the air. There was a bright red ore in his 

hand. A simple symbol was imprinted on the ore. The great elder pinched the tactics in his hand. A blood 

beam shot out from the ore and fell on the boundless. Above prohibition. 

 

   Suddenly, a **** vortex appeared above the restriction, and the elder said to Sun Yang: "This is the 

entrance to the light red area, go in." 

 

   Sun Yang nodded, barely supported his body, and flew towards the **** vortex. 

 

   Zhong You looked at Sun Yang's departed back, a little gloating. This kid thought that with the 

protection of the ancient blood, he would definitely be able to enter the blood zone. 

 

   As a result, Ye Chen came out halfway, but now he can only enter the light red zone, worse than 

himself, I don't know how unwilling he is. 

 

The elder looked at Sun Yang and sighed secretly: "Sun Yang, maybe, this is a good thing for you. Every 

time you go deep into the Heavenly Lake, you get a point of danger. Even the **** blood zone often 

When a genius enters and cannot come out, this light red zone is the most stable." 

 

   Then, the Great Elder sent Zhong You into the Crimson Zone again, and finally, he took Ye Chen to 

a central area with the most restricted bans. 

 

  The Great Elder opened the entrance and said to Ye Chen: "Boy, I can remind you that this God 

Blood Zone cannot stay for a long time. Don't be too greedy. Come out if you can't bear it, lest you die in 

it." 

 

   He doesn't really care about Ye Chen's life and death However, these words are still to be said, lest 

Ye Chen is really dead, and Xuan Yuezong will come to trouble him. 

 

   Ye Chen nodded, moving into the **** whirlpool. 

 



   The next moment, Ye Chen only felt that the world was spinning, as if he had not fallen into the 

lake under his feet, but had crossed into another space. 

 

  'S head, which was originally a little dizzy, was suddenly irritated, and bursts of pain came out of his 

body. 

 

   Ye Chen couldn't help but screamed, he fixed his eyes to see, at this moment, he had fallen into a 

boundless blood-red liquid, his body was soaked in it, unexpectedly caused incomparable pain! 

 

   At this time, the voice of Yu Beast Spirit God sounded in Ye Chen's mind: "I originally thought that 

the so-called blood zone of those guys was just an exaggeration, but I didn't expect it to contain a trace 

of blood essence! This is a good thing! 

 

   boy, this is the blood that is washing your marrow! Although it is great for you, it is also very 

dangerous! 

 

   Fully run the Gods and Demons Reincarnation Art, don't let your body collapse because of the 

power of the blood! " 

 

   Ye Chen clenched his teeth, concentrated his mind, and fully operated the reincarnation of the 

gods and demons! 

 

The boundless sea of blood was originally eroding Ye Chen's body continuously, causing his body to be 

destroyed and reorganized at the same time, but when Ye Chen started to operate the God-Devil 

Reincarnation Art, the sea of blood began to revolve around Ye Chen, and Ye Chen, just in this blood 

sea's refining, his aura strengthened a little... 

 

   can see the horror of the reincarnation of the gods and demons! 


